1989 chevy s10 pickup

The Chevrolet S10 is a pickup truck available in eight different trim levels. All S10 models are
The Regular Cab Short Bed models are The four-wheel drive versions are all The wheelbase is
The Extended Cab trim levels have the capacity to seat up to four passengers, while all other
models can seat up to three. Headroom measures Shoulder room is All two-wheel drive models
have a 2. The compression ratio is 8. The bore and stroke measure 4. The four-wheel drive
models feature a 2. The bore and stroke come out to 3. The EL Regular Cab and two-wheel drive
Extended Cab Short Bed both have five-speed manual transmissions, while all other models
have four-speed automatic transmissions. The EL Regular Cab model has a The four-wheel
drive models get 17 miles per gallon in the city and 22 mpg on the highway. The automatic
transmission two-wheel drive models get 21 mpg in the city and 28 mpg on the highway. Their
manual transmission counterparts get 23 mpg in the city and 27 mpg on the highway. Brian
Vaughan is a freelance writer based in Springfield, Mo. He has been writing short stories,
reviews and essays for over eight years and is currently pursuing a degree in professional
writing at Missouri State University. Power All two-wheel drive models have a 2. Neat Little
Trucks â€” I like these little trucks I built this one with a hot rod 4. Upgrades to
suspension,brakes,rear differential, 8in corvette wheels. They sell for low money to get a decent
truck to make a awesome hot rod. Pros: Low cost to get these small trucks but you can make a
awesome hot rod. Tough â€” this truck was good with a 6 inch lift on it and it may not have
speed but it was great in the mud!!! Pros: the truck takes a good beating and never gave up on
me. Cons: Not for people who want a nice quiet ride. Chevy S â€” my chevy s is in the shop
right now cause im gettin a new computer put in it and it is red and a short bed it has a five
speed tranny in it and a 2. First Truck â€” It was a free truck that needed alot of body work. It
was on it's 2nd motor and 3rd trans. Had over , miles on it and was a farm truck all of it's life. It
sat in one spot for 3 years I Love You Frank! It's comfortable, it's lasted through many tough
years with me. It's reliable, easy to fix and I like what happens when I hit the gas pedal. Idk â€”
Dont really like havin a really small motor 2. It is a fun truck to drive when hittin switches all
damn day! Cheap Truck â€” I like this truck because it is cheap and gets good mileage too. It
has a cap on the back end so i can carry stuff without it getting wet. I crank up the music and
just drive it around. Primary Use: Utility towing boats, transporting cargo, etc. Cons: paint is
peeling some, some rust around wheels. My S â€” I loved my truck!!! It was a great first auto It
was a torque monster and even though it was an automatic it could bark second and third
gear!!! It was the most fun to drive in the rain, doughnuts for days, Miss it!!! Great First Vehicle
â€” 2. Decided to wait. Selection in my commute area were limited. Read More. I got this truck
for a daily driver and for the snow. It drives great and handles very good in the snow. Only
things bad are the size of the truck bed and it eats through gas with its V6 engine. Excellent
good price nice pricegood looking truckexcellent value good gas mileage Read More. Great lil
truck owned one looking for one nicely built Read More. I'm very pleased with this as a Wi truck
and would recommend this to anyone looking for an inexpensive yet reliable truck. I wanted a S
4WD used model or better. This fit the price I wanted. I was looking for price not run ability any
repairs done my way by me. I didnt view this vehicle but Ive had a few Chevy Ss and I absolutely
love them for what their built for.. Very slow hp engine. I had to upshift to go up a medium hill
Read More. I wound up purchasing the truck. It was low mileage and the important parts engine,
transmission were good. Cosmetically it needs work but that year and model make it easy to
find parts for on budg Have you driven a Chevrolet S? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View
reviews where users commented on categories. Clear selections. Cargo Capacity:. Cons: 2. Is
this helpful? Yes No. KrisDeJong writes:. Cons: the clutch went 3 times. Abraham writes:. Pros:
Love my truck. Austin writes:. Cons: it dont run right now. Kyle writes:. Pros: it ran. Cons:
rusted out. Megan writes:. Cons: It's a 4. Pros: Gas mileage. Cons: Hydros make it a rough ride.
Is this review helpful? Ken writes:. Pros: good mileage. Cons: Nothing. James writes:. Cons:
wasn't road worthy. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 4 Chevrolet S reviews. Read all 37
Chevrolet S reviews. Read all 24 Chevrolet S reviews. Read all 25 Chevrolet S reviews. Read all
49 Chevrolet S reviews. Cars compared to Chevrolet S Related Models For Sale. Other Years.
Used Cars for Sale. Compare Chevrolet S to Related Models. Select Year Pros: Low cost to get
these small trucks but you can make a awesome hot rod Cons: 2. Pros: the truck takes a good
beating and never gave up on me Cons: the clutch went 3 times 3 of 5 people found this review
helpful. Pros: Love my truck Cons: Not for people who want a nice quiet ride 1 of 2 people found
this review helpful. Pros: it ran Cons: rusted out 0 of 1 people found this review helpful. Pros:
Gas mileage Cons: Hydros make it a rough ride Is this review helpful? Pros: good mileage
Cons: paint is peeling some, some rust around wheels Is this review helpful? Amid the energy
crisis of the s, automobile manufacturers set their sights on designing more fuel-efficient
vehicles. Among these was the first compact pickup truck to be built in the U. While this little
truck underwent some big changes over the course of its life span, it remained popular for more

than 20 years, until it was discontinued in , and to this day, the model still boasts many satisfied
owners. This model was slightly larger than the Chevy light utility vehicle, or LUV, manufactured
between and However, the S was considerably smaller than the Chevrolet C 5. This first-year
model featured two-wheel drive only. Standard features included a 1. Another option included a
2. The truck had a bench seat with dual outside mirrors. The model S trucks were also available
with four-wheel drive, and consumers could also opt for a 2. However, a new sport suspension
became available for the models with regular cabs and two-wheel drive. Chevrolet also updated
the clutch to feature hydraulics instead of the cable included with previous models. These
newly designed emblems featured a big, red "S," and they were larger than the former badges.
The standard engine offered in this year was a 2. The 2. Chevrolet added a serpentine drive belt
to replace the standard V-belts for both the 2. In , a sunroof would be added to the list of
possible features for those seeking to buy one of these pickups. A new 4. This year also
featured a special Cameo body package for the S, and only 2, Cameo vehicles were produced.
An electronic instrument cluster was a new option available with this model year, and it
included a speedometer and tachometer as well as a voltmeter and gauges for fuel, oil pressure,
and engine coolant temperature. Every four-wheel drive model had a standard 4. All
four-wheel-drive models except the EL had the option of a new electronic shift transfer case.
These trucks also had the option for the new 4LE Hydramatic four-speed automatic
transmission. Features were added that were designed to enhance the vehicle's comfort, value,
and performance. The outside of the pickup truck was modified to have a forward-sloping hood
with a wraparound grille. The trucks grew slightly larger, with regular-cab models measuring 63
inches tall, a little more than 17 feet long, and about 68 inches wide. They also had 20 percent
more glass than older models for enhanced visibility. The S was available in both a base model
and an LS trim model. Two-wheel-drive models featured a 2. Keyless entry was a new option
offered in this year. Chevrolet also added backlighting to the switches for windows, locks, and
mirrors to make them easier to find in the dark. All models also were updated to feature
four-wheel anti-lock braking systems as a standard feature. Chevrolet also introduced the
Sportside bed option in this year, which includes rounded fender wells that protrude from the
sides. The automatic transmission shifter was repositioned to the floor for trucks with bucket
seats. Also in this year, Chevrolet produced an electric S, the S EV, which is considered to be
the rarest S variety ever made. This pickup was percent electric-powered and had a range of
about 45 miles after 2. The EV was primarily leased to utility companies for use in their vehicle
fleets. Between the EV and an updated version made in , only were made, and around 60 of
these were sold. The rest were recalled and destroyed once their leases were up to safeguard
Chevy's technology. The trucks received new grilles, composite headlights, and front bumper
fascia. Dual front air bags became standard, with an option to deactivate the passenger side if
desired. Every model also came equipped with the Passlock theft-deterrent system. Chevrolet
also revamped the interior of the trucks with a new instrument panel, floor console, and seats.
The four-wheel-drive trucks also came standard with rear disc brakes and Insta-trac, which
allowed for shifting into or out of four-wheel drive on the fly. The S Xtreme was introduced,
featuring a body that was two inches lower, a special sport suspension package, and a
monochrome grille and bumpers. This model also sported inch aluminum wheels. All
four-wheel-drive trucks now came with a standard heavy-duty suspension system.
Four-wheel-drive standard-cab Ss were discontinued. Leather seats were available with
crew-cab models. Chevrolet replaced the S with the Colorado in subsequent years. The Ultimate
Chevrolet S10 Page Amid the energy crisis of the s, automobile manufacturers set their sights
on designing more fuel-efficient vehicles. The Cameo package was an appearance package,
mostly, and came in two flavors: one with a complete wrap-around aerodynamics kit, and one
with just the front and rear bumpers called the Cameo EL. Regardless of how desirable a Cameo
is, the bodykit was an attractive upgrade and perfectly suited for the minitruck era of the day.
The Cameo also received high-back bucket seats with a sharp horizontal cloth pattern, which
appears to be in excellent condition on this example. The seller notes that the Cameo also came
with the rare digital gauge cluster, power windows, and power locks. There are some small
cracks in the dash but the interior is said to otherwise be in fine shape, save for a wonky oil
pressure gauge; the factory jack is still accounted for. In addition to the full, wraparound body
kit, the Cameo also received the larger of two engines available, the 4. Putting it all together
paints a pretty clear picture that this particular Cameo is as loaded as it gets, and the seller has
done the homework of verifying the exceedingly production numbers to confirm that just 37
Cameo models were produced in 2, EL models were made, comparatively. Having recently
begun acquiring and driving mini-trucks Mazda, Ranger, etc. You can get a very efficient version
with a reliable engine, or a very powerful version with a reliable engine, and easy maintenance. I
loved the mint color of these when they came out and almost bought it. Unfortunately, someone

got to it before I could and lived nearby, so I had to see it all the time. Looks like this one has
been repainted by looking at the door jamb picture with vehicle tags. The front bumper and aero
package would be impossible to replace. My favorite thing is the 4. I love those motors. I only
had 2 ss with them but they got my favor. Nice truck. Don't post your car for sale in the
comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without
commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later.
Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Jeff Lavery. More: Chevrolet. Like This? Get Our
Daily Email. Comments unclemymy Member. Moparman Member. Word Up! OMG ace10, best
post of the day!! Will Howard or Geomechs get this? Nevadahalfrack Member. Skorzeny, you
made me look! Ace props for an apropos and funky reference! Very clever. Ed Hardt. High back
bucket seats courtesy of the Cavalier. Monsieur ppoispois pantalons. That was so funny that I
almost pead sic my pants! Also, rare valuable in many cases. Hang some feathers from the rear
view. Its phat and hard!! Joe B. Hollywood Collier. Bob C. They did fly. I drove several company
S10s with this engine. Tired Plow Truck: Dodge Ramcharger. Museum Find: Ford Hot Rod.
Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe
anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks,
maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! Refine your search. Automatic 40 Manual Gasoline
Classic Cars 99 Street Rod 4. Short Bed 6. Popular Similar Cars. Refine search. Selling S10
Tahoe edition. Has K miles. Everything runs great. I know the body is rusty and has dents. The
transmission shifts. It's a 4. Hasn't been registered since Been sitting a while. Perfect dragster
frame. Google Ads. Please call to confirm that this s is still available! Chevy S10 pick up truck.
This is a great little truck! It has the big V6 4. It runs and shifts great and has k miles. It has
manual windows, locks, and mirrors. Aftermarket radio that works great and a red cloth interior
that is in great shape. Cloth Interior. Hard to find short bed single cab in great shape body-wise
drives good does need work but reflects in the price. Pierce is totally committed to customer
and employee satisfaction, integrity and teamwork. Pierce provides some of the best in the
business. The new upholstered seats, new wheels and tires, new power brakes and backing
plates and new fuel pump make this sweet truck feel great on the road. It has a 4. Think it needs
a throw out bearing. Race seats new parts radiator grill bumper fender plug wires etc. The
engine is a 4. This convertible runs and drive great with a power open rear trunk.. The power
train is from a 2 wheel drive blazer. Auto sales llcsalisbury, nc ph: web: Very desirable, super
sharp custom two-tone dark cherry red painted Chevy S New rear end, 3. Clean grey interior,
bucket seats, GT grant steering wheel, and hurst shifter. Cooper Cobra Radial GT tires,
odometer reads roughly 77k miles. This truck is a great driver and is ready to go home! Bucket
Seats. For complete listing information please select the click to bid button to see this item on
ebay. Has newer clutch, slave, clutch master. New brakes, radiator, tires and cragar wheels.
Good to fix or a v8 swap. New fenders and front bumper last year. New distributor and new
ignition coil. Net CD Player. Runs great does not burn or leak oil, leaks power steering fluid, i
just don't use it needs some front end work, willing to negotiate, text is best. Runs great does
not burn or leak oil. I just don't use it needs an alignment be cause of the new tie rod ends and
needs a cv axle. It is drivable as is. Willing to negotiate, text is best. This is two owner s baha
pickup has been cared for and everything is in working order. There is no rust, especially with
the new paint which shows this little truck was loved and cared for by the owner. This wonderful
example of a truck has been garage kept in a smoke free environment.
Comoptions:description:very desirable, super sharp custom two-tone dark cherry red painted
chevy s Clean grey interior, bucket seats,
f250 window motor
1998 chrysler sebring fuse box diagram
seymour duncan p rails wiring diagram
gt grant steering wheel, and hurst shifter. Cooper cobra radial gt tires, odometer reads roughly
77k miles. Good little truck runs and drives not the best looking but it gets the job done great
starter truck I am asking but make me an offer just need it gone thanks. Unit is located in port st
lucie fl. Great running truck would be great for a v-8 swap call or text with any questions. Air
Conditioning. Chevrolet S10 0. Rides and drives great. Location: Macon , GA. Exterior Color:
Red. Chevrolet S10 Need a car, come to GTR!. Toolbox in picture is not included. Ac
compressor needs to be replaced and passenger window needs to have guide clips replaced.
New clutch slave cylinder and master cylinder. Thanks and good luck!!! Good tires and wheels,
seat has been reupholstered, great on gas, tinted windows, roll in bed liner. Everything works
lights new wiring msd in glove box wipers everything new. Both run and drive, Blazer needs
intake gasket, both are 4. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

